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Executive Summary

For as long as immigrants have come to the United States, immigrant-serving and immigrant-led organizations have provided them direct support, advocated for their rights and needs, and connected them to public benefits for which they are eligible. These roles are especially important during moments of strain or challenge, such as those that occur as a result of changes to federal policies affecting immigrants and their families. Because nearly one in four households with children contain an immigrant parent, researchers have documented how recent and proposed changes related to Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA), to refugee and asylum-seekers, persons with Temporary Protected Status (TPS), and detention and deportation practices impact millions of children and adults.

This research brief seeks to understand the impact of these policy changes not just on immigrants, their families, and the communities in which they live but upon the local institutions that support them. Based on interviews with practitioners in Chicago, Houston, Kansas City, Los Angeles, and New York who serve varied ethnic neighborhoods, the brief explores how organizations have responded so as to support the resilience of immigrant communities. The paper particularly focuses on policy implications related to proposed changes to “public charge” determinations. Public charge is a concept in immigration law which allows officials to examine whether an individual will become primarily dependent on governmental assistance. The interviews conducted for this research project found that recent changes in federal immigration policy have:

- **Negatively impacted immigrant communities.** Interviewees across the five cities studied described fear and confusion in immigrant communities, children forced to play adult roles, and declines in enrollment to public benefits to which groups are entitled. This had the reported effect of compounding any food and housing insecurity that communities were already experiencing.

- **Impacted the work of community organizations.** One critical role of immigrant-serving organizations is to connect families to the public benefits to which they are entitled, and to public institutions such as the judicial system. This work has become more challenging. While the described impact varied across interviews, practitioners described how many people were newly hesitant to obtain health or emergency food benefits, and to pursue their legal rights, because there was a fear that this might affect future attempts to become permanent residents or citizens, and/or result in deportation. Despite the reported drop-off in engagement with public benefits, however, organizations interviewed had steady or increased demand for their own services — and experienced increase costs — due to increased community needs.
• **Increased the role of community organizations.** Across the five cities studied, community organizations have conducted more extensive outreach to serve families who might be reluctant to come forth for help of all sorts. They have adapted existing services to share information about changing immigration policies, provided new direct support to community members as they interacted with immigration agencies, and engaged in new service or advocacy coalitions to respond to emerging community needs.

• **Factors that helped organizations respond to new community needs effectively.** No interviewee said that it was a difficult decision to respond to emerging needs in the communities they serve. At the same time, many recounted significant costs to adapting services or providing new ones. Strong relationships with residents, having resources to devote to the work, and access to strong service and advocacy networks both helped organizations start to engage with new needs in their communities and become effective in it.

**Policy implications from these findings include:**

• **Implications of the proposed public charge rule change.** Consistent with past research, LISC’s research finds that the proposed public charge rule change would harm the public health, safety, and economic mobility of immigrant communities. LISC’s research also suggests that community organizations may experience significant cost multipliers due to the proposed “public charge” rule change, as groups spend significant effort reaching newly-fearful populations for all kinds of services.

• **New resource needs.** Given the escalation of need in immigrant communities, groups and networks need additional resources so they can develop the necessary expertise to assist individuals and engage in advocacy for their communities, to provide accurate information to combat fear and misinformation. At the same time, community organizations cannot be expected to make up for the loss of Medicaid, SNAP, or federal housing assistance that will come from the direct and “chilling” effects on benefit access related to public charge.
Introduction

For as long as immigrants have come to the United States, immigrant-serving and immigrant-led organizations have provided them direct support, advocated for their rights and needs, and connected them to public benefits for which they are eligible. These roles are especially important during moments of strain or challenge, such as those that occur as a result of changes to federal policies affecting immigrants and their families. Because nearly one in four households with children contain an immigrant parent, researchers have documented how recent and proposed changes related to Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA), to refugee and asylum-seekers, persons with Temporary Protected Status (TPS), and detention and deportation practices impact millions of children and adults.

This research brief seeks to understand the impact of these policy changes not just on immigrants, their families, and communities in which they live but upon the local institutions that support them. It analyzes and reviews:

- The impact of recent federal policy changes on immigrant neighborhoods and the community institutions
- The effect of these changes on community organizations, including their ability to connect immigrants to public benefits to which they are entitled
- Response strategies that community organizations have employed to connect their clients with benefits and services more effectively
- Policy implications, including with respect to recently proposed changes to the federal public charge regulations

Analyses draw on interviews with immigrant-led and immigrant-serving community organizations in Chicago, Houston, Kansas City, Missouri, Los Angeles, and New York. Consistent with past research, the report finds that recent and proposed policy changes have caused fear and uncertainty in immigrant communities, reduced access to critical public benefits to which families are legally entitled, and may be exacerbating housing and food insecurity as a result. This climate of fear and confusion has also made local groups’ efforts at community-building and service provision more challenging, and has caused resource drains on local organizations to respond to new needs. Fortunately, community organizations report building on long-standing trust created with immigrant populations to expand outreach and community organizing, provide new services, and adapt their existing programs to better serve those in need.
Impacts of Changes in Federal Immigration Policy on Families and Communities

Across the five cities studied, all interviewed organizations reported an increase in uncertainty and stress in immigrant communities as a result of recent proposed and enacted policy changes. For example, Guadalupe Centers in Kansas City, Missouri is an organization that since 1919 has supported Latino communities through education, job training, health and social services as well as cultural and social activities. Its Vice President of Health and Social Services, Diane Rojas, summarized the atmosphere in Kansas City by saying “Two words come to mind: fear and confusion.” In the case of Kansas City, Rojas described families’ anxiety being further fueled by accounts of individuals picked up for minor offenses such as a broken taillight and sent to detention centers hours from home: “There are areas you don’t want to even venture into because there’s a lot of profiling going on.”

Many practitioners also noted that families who have not been directly impacted by changed detention and deportation policies have still felt the need to prepare for worst-case scenarios. For example, the Southwest Organizing Project (SWOP) is a coalition of Christian, Muslim and Jewish faith institutions, local schools and other institutions in Southwest Chicago. One of its parent organizers, Mayra Sarabia, described how households that were in the process of naturalization had sometimes transferred legal guardianship of younger children to older citizen children or to relatives with more secure immigration status. As a result, practitioners in Chicago and elsewhere have described how children have found themselves forced into adult roles, such as earning money for the family or otherwise taking on adult responsibilities.

Interviewees across the five cities studied described fear and confusion in immigrant communities, children forced to play adult roles, and challenges in enrolling households to public benefits to which families are entitled.

In terms of confusion, interviewees across the five cities described an atmosphere in which rapidly-changing and conflicting information from the Administration has made families uncertain about their future. These changing and conflicting accounts have also contributed to an environment in which rumors about rule changes can cause panic and alarm within communities. For example, Make the Road New York (MRNY) is an organization which supports immigrant communities through legal services, education programs, community organizing, and policy innovation. Angel Vera, an employee of MRNY, described how landlords now sometimes threaten to call ICE in order to intimidate tenants, and the state of alarm that can spread quickly as a result.
Across interviews, practitioners described how many people were newly hesitant to obtain health or emergency food benefits and, separately, to pursue their legal rights, because there was a fear that this might affect future attempts to become permanent residents or citizens, and/or result in deportation.

In addition to this emotional toll, in certain places, practitioners described how fewer members of immigrant communities were accessing public benefits to which they are legally entitled. While the drop-off varied from place to place, with practitioners in places like New York reporting fewer overall, recent fears about potential changes to “public charge” determinations have been driving these declines. Public charge is a concept in immigration law which allows officials to examine whether an individual will become primarily dependent on governmental assistance. For many months during 2018, there were media reports that the Department of Homeland Security was revising the public charge rule to include a far greater number of public benefit programs under the public charge test. While the rule was released on October 10th, in some cases mere rumors of potential changes were reported to have caused a chilling effect, leading some immigrants to withdraw from public assistance programs in advance of any final regulation.

Impact on the work of community organizations

One critical role of immigrant-serving organizations is to connect families to the public benefits to which they are entitled, and to public institutions such as the judicial system. When immigrants are apprehensive to utilize public services, it makes the work of community organizations both harder and more necessary. For example, Make the Road New York provides assistance to households with limited English proficiency to access healthcare, helping enroll families into health insurance and negotiate hospital bills. One worker described an instance of lawful permanent resident who felt afraid to enroll their citizen children into health care programs, because they were concerned that this choice would make it impossible for the family to remain united in this country in the longer-term — even though no current proposed rule about children’s access to health care would in fact have this effect. S/he explained:

There’s a lot of fear because that’s the ultimate goal, to become a citizen, so there’s a lot of individuals who have their green card and will consider not enrolling in health insurance or other benefits. Even though that isn’t considered as part of [current proposed rule changes, as those already with a green card would not be affected].

This cautiousness on the part of families even extended to emergency benefits that could keep them from becoming homeless, complicating the work of organizations who seek to assist them.
We have *promotoras* that are members of the community and can connect because they’ve experienced similar barriers, both personal and professionally.
Despite the reported drop-off in engagement with public benefits, no organizations described a similar decline in engagement with their own services or programs. Instead, they described increased strains to respond to new needs.

Despite the reported drop-off in engagement with public benefits in some places, no organizations described a similar decline in engagement with their own services or programs. In contrast, many described an increase in service participation due to longstanding trust with the community—a trust that overcame what was described sometimes as a fearfulness of neighbors to come together in public spaces to advocate for their rights. For example, the Chinese
Community Center of Houston (CCC) is a comprehensive social service community center, which provides childcare, after school, summer camp, language, job training, senior programs, leadership and health activities. Chi-Mei Lin, CCC’s executive director, spoke about how being a trusted presence in the Chinese community of Houston — and having a physical space where families tended to gather — made it easier to connect with individuals in times of crisis:

That relationship, we build up over time...They trust you because you actually have a relationship with them through other kinds of services. If you want to reassure and rebuild the trust in the minority or immigrant populations, we need to be foot soldiers. There’s no fancy way of doing it...connect with your clients, connect with your families, you don’t want to reach out to them when [they’re experiencing] a crisis. Be there in a non-crisis time.

Use of community-based services may have remained constant or increased because programs had long waiting lists, were at or above capacity, or had eligibility requirements that made changes in immigration policy less directly impactful to those served. But practitioners in Houston and Kansas City described other organizations in their cities where immigrant families were less likely to appear, because these groups signaled an unwillingness to work with undocumented or mixed-status families. This further suggests that trust and openness that has been earned over time is important for sustaining engagement with communities at this moment.

At the same time, providing these additional services may broadly strain the financial capacity of local organizations, as no group is able to make up for shortfalls in federal assistance. While strains are currently intense, future consequences of any changed rules related to public charge might exacerbate these financial burdens and make it even more difficult to engage immigrants who are fearful of coming forward for services of any sort.
Responses to Federal Immigration Policy Changes by Community Organizations

Across the five cities studied, community organizations have conducted more extensive outreach to serve families who might otherwise have been newly reluctant to come forth for help of any sort. They have adapted existing services to include sharing information about changing immigration policies, provided new direct support to community members as they interacted with immigration agencies, and engaged in new service or advocacy coalitions to respond to emerging community needs.

To overcome fear and mistrust, many organizations have changed how they reach out to families. For example, Erica Luna of Wesley Community Center in Houston has collaborated with churches so as to connect households to FEMA assistance, in some cases conducting intake in houses of worship themselves, where she indicated people feel “safe in a time of so much uncertainty.” In other cases, organizations provided information about policy changes to households who used their regular services, such as food pantries or childcare, using these programs as a platform to refer out to legal service providers. Since people already felt comfortable interacting with staff at these programs, adding a forum or know-your-rights training was seen by many interviewees to be an effective outreach tool for those who needed to be informed.

For example, Mattie Rhodes is a 123-year old community development agency in Kansas City, Missouri that provides behavior health services, youth development, community engagement, and cultural programs to the Greater Kansas City region. Its President and CEO, John Fierro, described a forum it sponsored with four bilingual immigration attorneys that ran over because of demand, where “most people stayed behind for at least 30-45 minutes longer, asking follow-up questions.” In other cases, organizations added existing protections for residents of their affordable housing properties, as in the case of the Little Tokyo Service Center (LTSC) of Los Angeles. LTSC provides social services and conducts community development activities, while supporting cultural preservation in Little Tokyo and among the broader Japanese community in the Greater Los Angeles Area. Its deputy director, Erich Nakano, described how LTSC not only conducted
“know your rights” training for residents of its affordable housing developments and childcare programs, but also consulted with attorneys and other nonprofit housing providers to enact policies to ensure that building managers are trained and aware of resident rights in the case of an ICE visit.

Some organizations have developed entirely new immigration support services for residents in the wake of federal changes. Christina Jasso, a coordinator for family support cases with Guadalupe Centers in Kansas City, now spends much of her time on immigration cases. Whereas previously her position focused on broad emergency assistance to clients to resolve family crises, prevent homelessness, and improve their economic and housing security, she has expanded her role as an “accredited representative”8 around assisting with various immigration applications as overseen by a local immigration attorney.

Other organizations have formed new service or advocacy partnerships to respond to policy changes. Many groups reported that they used locally-formed networks to stay up to date with new policies and their implications for immigration cases and their own service delivery. For example, Los Angeles’s Public Counsel is the largest pro bono law firm in the nation, which works with major firms and corporations to provide services for individuals and organizations in areas as varied as veterans’ rights, education, homelessness prevention and immigration. Uyen Nune, a former staff attorney who worked to support community development organizations, explained the benefits of participating in an information-sharing network supported by a local foundation:

It’s been an incredibly helpful space because it’s leveraging a lot of resources, and understanding who is doing what in the community and not duplicating efforts. It also [helps] us get on the same page with our messaging so that when we are speaking to the community it’s a consistent message.

Finally, though many groups had not previously seen themselves as advocates in the area of immigration policy, several organizations reported that they feel compelled to engage with public policy to support their communities. For example, Fierro highlighted how Mattie Rhodes formed a group of staff who shared their street-level experiences and developed advocacy priorities on that basis:

It was an opportunity for people to come in and say ‘here’s what I’m hearing, this is what I saw.’ Then that guided our efforts in any community advocacy.... we knew we had to be more involved from an advocacy standpoint.

These outreach, service delivery and advocacy efforts have resulted in a number of important accomplishments, as described on the next page.
Successes in Promoting Resilience in Immigrant Communities

Community-based organizations studied have achieved a number of successes in rebuilding trust with wary communities, adapting service delivery, and promoting policy changes to support immigrant neighborhoods.

1. **Reaching deeper into affected neighborhoods.** Wesley Community Center in Houston was able to help undocumented families who had their homes completely destroyed by Hurricane Harvey by meeting them in their local church where they felt safe. As Erica Luna described: “When they saw us there in their community on their ground, it helped to open that door and establish that trust...Then we were able to connect them with partners that were able to help them rebuild their trailers.”

2. **Providing safety-net services.** Avenue CDC in Houston has been able to provide safety net housing for families with mixed immigration statuses by using a property bought during the foreclosure crisis.

3. **Providing protections to affordable housing residents.** The Little Tokyo Service Center in Los Angeles was able to establish new policies and put procedures in place for tenants to exercise their rights in the event of a visit from ICE.

4. **Helping tenants fight back against harassment.** Tenants were galvanized by a landlord who threatened to call ICE on his tenants, and successfully organized with Make the Road New York to promote positive changes in the building to ensure their rights.

5. **Advocacy and organizing.** In some places, the political environment at the federal level may create momentum for supporters to pass legislation that benefits immigrant communities in general ways. In Los Angeles, for example, pro-immigrant groups seized the opportunity to push for the legalization of street vending, ensuring that a bill that had not left committee for three years finally passed. According to Rudy Espinoza, the Executive Director of Leadership for Urban Renewal (LURN) in Los Angeles, “People [in Los Angeles] are afraid of being seen as anti-immigrant right now.”
Factors that Help Community Organizations Respond Effectively

While this study does not formally assess the effectiveness of strategies to support immigrant communities, practitioners described the costs and risks in responding to new community needs, the factors that promoted their engagement at this moment, and the conditions that allowed them to become successful: deep community engagement, sufficient organizational resources, trusted community partners, and a supportive policy environment.

No interviewee said that it was a difficult decision to respond to emerging needs around immigration policy in the communities they serve. At the same time, many recounted significant costs and risks to adapting services or providing new ones. In terms of costs, groups devoted extensive time and resources to provide new services, keep current with policy changes, and to engage in multiple advocacy coalitions or referral networks. In the case of Guadalupe Centers in Kansas City, for example, a senior case worker participated in specialized training and dedicated significantly more time to assist with immigration related issues. (Even among groups that did not assign new full-time staff members, responding to changes added strain to organizations, as described throughout.)

In terms of risks, Diane Rojas of Guadalupe Centers spoke about the importance of accessing a quality legal service network for any client referrals:

Make sure that you’re going to reputable groups in terms of where you’re getting your information. This is essential for families who can find themselves in very bad positions if they get the wrong information….if you don’t know, don’t pretend to know because you could do so much damage to these families.

Trust with community members is critical not just for immigration-related services but for all services a group provided. As a result, an organization’s reputation with the community could be harmed if new services are not delivered effectively.

Given the risks and costs involved, several factors appeared to help organizations make the choice to support their communities at this moment. Unsurprisingly, strong relationships with residents was one of these factors. As some interviewees reflected, the normal dynamics of providing childcare services or developing affordable housing might not be directly impacted by changed policies around immigration, as the mechanics of program administration do not require a group to address parent or tenant needs in this regard. However, if relationships with service participants extended beyond the dynamics of any individual service
or development program, a group was more likely to attempt to provide help around immigration issues. For example, Avenue CDC in Houston builds affordable rental housing, helps homeowners, provides disaster relief, supports community-based arts and culture, and conducts comprehensive community revitalization within three neighborhoods. Its deputy director, Jenifer Wagley, reflected, “If you just do LIHTC [build housing through the Low Income Housing Tax Credit], you don’t have to worry about this, but when you start going into the neighborhoods you do. You have to hold yourself to the line to do community engagement.” In other words, community development activity that is narrowly focused on bricks and mortar may not recognize a neighborhood’s new needs, but community development that is more responsive to varied and emerging resident concerns will be more likely to do so.

An organization’s history of community responsiveness can pave the way for engagement at the current moment. For example, the Southwest Organizing Project (SWOP) in Chicago, described above, is a membership organization which includes local churches, synagogues, and mosques. During the foreclosure crisis of the early-mid 2000s, Southwest Chicago was particularly hard-hit, but many parishioners and congregants were afraid or ashamed to come forward for help. As a result, religious institutions themselves had to be willing to introduce this difficult subject with their lay leadership or within religious services, as a first step in connecting them to effective help. These religious groups who were part of SWOP became critical outreach vehicles for local foreclosure prevention efforts. In the same way, SWOP’s engagement with immigration issues stemmed from this desire to be responsive to emerging needs. As Father Pizzo, former pastor of St. Rita’s church, summarized, “The heart of any organization is about relationships. That’s where the Catholic Parish is able to identify with community organizing.” In this way, being truly place- and community-based, made organizations more likely to be engaged, as described in the text box below.

Another factor that helped community groups engage was confidence in their service or development partnerships and collaborations with other community organizations. Within an established and trusting network, groups felt better able to share information on sensitive topics which helped them “go beyond their comfort zone” of their traditional areas of service delivery, to respond to other kinds of community needs.
How does being community-based support engagement with immigrant populations?

By providing a range of much needed services on a regular basis, from childcare to food assistance, community-based organizations have constant and meaningful interaction with immigrant families. As Carla Perez of Wesley Community Center in Houston noted: “We have up to one hundred clients that come here daily. We have relationships with these people.” This constant engagement helps build trust and support in difficult times.

In other times, being community-based also means that many of the staff in these organizations are community members themselves. This creates opportunities for people to share experiences, and allows organizations to connect to populations who might not otherwise come forward and have greater reach to impacted families and individuals. As Mayra Sarabia, member of the Southwest Organizing Project in Chicago noted: “It’s both knowing that we’re behind an organization that has been in a community for a long time but they also see me as a neighbor and someone that I trust and that might be experiencing the same problems as me whatever might be the case.”

Finally, being place-based also gives organizations a deeper understanding of local needs, and the best way to reach and serve the community. As Arline Cruz of Make the Road New York explained, “We have promotoras from the community that are members of the community and can connect because they’ve experienced similar barriers, both personal and professionally.”
For example, Connect Community in Houston adopts the Purpose-Built Communities Model, a holistic approach to promoting health, cradle-to-career services, and mixed-income housing. Its executive director, Anne Whitlock, described how elevated levels of fear struck schools and other kinds of community institutions in their partnership, including both churches and local mosques: at moments of elevated anxiety, “No one shows up for school or doctor’s appointments, anything that had to do with the real world, until the threat goes from a red to a yellow.” Working with local charter schools and other community groups, Connect Community has helped promote information about rights and developed policies so that schools and other places can feel safe to children and adults concerned about enforcement actions. Connect Community has also connected individuals to legal services networks if they need immigration-related assistance. This new kind of work built off relationships where schools and other service providers had started to collaborate in a way that let them go beyond the scope of what each group might typically provide. Whitlock explained:

> We’ve worked very intentionally over the past few years to build that relationship and build that level trust. And we have a network of providers that are willing to share information and have each others’ backs on topics that are very sensitive...You have to have that collaborative spirit, by pushing into each others’ work, to be able to take off your own organizational hat to try to decide what is in the best interest of the community.

In this way, their work creating referrals to legal service networks was an extension of this silo-busting responsiveness, because they felt more comfortable working together.

The same factors that helped practitioners engage with immigration-related needs in the first place, also helped promote their successes: deep community engagement, sufficient organizational resources, trusted community partners, and a supportive policy environment.

---

The same factors that helped practitioners engage with immigration-related needs in the first place, also helped promote their successes: deep community engagement, sufficient organizational resources, trusted community partners, and a supportive policy environment.

Around resident engagement, several community groups employed or engaged residents to share their experiences with others. For example, Make the Road New York’s *promotora* program trains community members to work as peer counselors, to help families sign up for food stamps and other public benefits, and to conduct health education. As Arline Cruz explained about the program’s effectiveness:

> The unique thing about the *promotoras* is that they have likely gone through some sort of status change in their lifetime. So, while they are out there trying to do outreach and to engage folks they really can [share] their own experience of adjusting their own status.... they are from the community, they look like the people from the community, they speak the language or the dialect, and they are able to connect to the people from the community.
Strong resident relationships also helped groups like SWOP in Chicago build trust around immigration needs. Its organizing in schools has created opportunities for parents to know each other and trust each other enough to speak about their needs, to become involved in advocacy and organizing related to immigration policy, and to accompany others to immigration hearings.

Across different interviews, having sufficient resources was critical, both for individual agencies and across the broader network of community organizations. Practitioners reflected that a group's ability to designate staff people to provide direct immigration assistance or coordinate with other providers and advocates was very important to meet escalating needs — as Diana Rojas of Kansas City’s Guadalupe Center joked, “We wish we could just clone” Jasso, the staff person certified to represent immigrants before courts and public agencies. In the case of Wesley Community Center, the ability to activate a food pantry within 48 hours of Hurricane Harvey helped establish connections to immigrants that the organization leveraged later to provide support. For Make the Road New York, a large organization, immigration attorneys could advise other legal and service departments during federal policy updates scheduled at the beginning of each week.

Where individual organizations could not redirect staff exclusively to provide immigration-related services, the resources of a broader service network were important to successful practice. The efforts of L.A.’s Little Tokyo Service Center to develop policies and trainings about tenants’ rights in the event of ICE raids were helped by a broader California network of nonprofit housing providers, and the support of Public Counsel. SWOP in Chicago’s referrals to immigration-related services are helped by a strong network of pro-bono attorneys, and Wesley Community Center’s outreach was helped by its network of local churches.

Finally, the fact that the study encompassed five cities across different states and regions makes it possible to start to explore how different local policy and institutional contexts can help or hinder the work of connecting with immigrant communities. This research suggests that policy decisions by state and local government appeared to be a factor in helping or harming community groups’ engagement with immigrant communities. For example, in the Kansas City area, as described above, immigrants feared racial profiling by police that could result in being pulled over and sent to a detention center, as described above, and this exacerbated the atmosphere of fear and mistrust that local groups needed to overcome as they provided services. In contrast, when state and local policymakers actively support providing public benefits, it can help a local organization connect to communities around these needed services as well as around other kinds of needs. As described by Arline Cruz of Make the Road New York around the work she does connecting immigrant families to Medicaid and other health services:

I feel lucky to live and work in New York because New York City does look out for its constituents, as these changes continue to happen. As an organization, we will continue to make sure that our community is one that continues to prosper and push for improvements.
Policy Implications

Clearly, the impact of changes on immigrant households and communities is the policy question of primary importance. But the findings above also have policy implications for actions by local, state, federal government and the philanthropic sector that can help or harm the efforts of organizations that support the resilience of immigrant neighborhoods. In particular, findings above suggest new and additional resource needs for individual or networks of organizations to develop expertise to assist individuals and engage in pro-immigrant advocacy. As described above, constantly-shifting rules require up-to-the-moment expertise or organizations risk providing families inaccurate information. It also takes staff time and organizational resources to participate in advocacy coalitions, to adapt existing services, and to create new outreach strategies to connect with households who are fearful of receiving assistance or accessing the justice system. An implication is that immigrant-serving organizations who have the trust and connections with their communities are well situated to navigate this landscape with their clients, but need additional support to do so effectively.

Because fears about public charge make individuals hesitant to obtain the benefits to which they are entitled, the proposed rule change has the threat of making people afraid of receiving all forms of assistance from government and community groups.

These findings also relate to proposed changes in federal public charge determinations. As described above, a rule proposed on October 10th, 2018 would broaden the “public charge” test by allowing immigration officials to consider a wider range of programs when making a decision about whether someone may enter the country or apply for a green card. Researchers have estimated that approximately 26 million households could be effectively dissuaded from accessing the benefits to which they are eligible, including most forms of Medicaid, federal housing assistance, and SNAP. Indeed, as these interviews reflect, families have already needed to make extraordinarily painful choices in anticipation of the rule change, because they are afraid that at some point accessing benefits might keep them from reuniting or staying together. This phenomenon of reduced access is called the “chilling effect” of the rule, and has both a direct impact on households and an indirect economic impact on immigrant communities. One study estimated that immigrant communities across the country could lose as much as $33.8 billion in economic activity, as forgoing SNAP and health insurance causes families to cut back in spending, and as groceries and other local businesses feel the effects of these decisions. In addition to the economic impacts to businesses, deferred use of health insurance and food assistance by families in need may lead to a health crisis in these communities, with a rise in hospitalizations and increased need of governmental spending to remediate these conditions.
LISC’s research suggests that community organizations also may experience significant cost multipliers due to the proposed public charge rule. Indeed, because fears about public charge make individuals hesitant to obtain the benefits to which they are entitled, the rule has the threat of driving many immigrants “into the shadows” related to all kinds of services. The current proposed notice estimates a cost impact only of eight to ten hours of time per assisting individual so that they can familiarize themselves with its terms. This research suggests that this estimate excludes many direct and indirect costs, as groups need not only to learn about the new rule, but spend significant effort reaching newly-fearful populations — indeed, to work harder in general, as they have already done, to ensure that immigrants come forward to access community support and public services, including those not subject to the rule. As a result, the impact of the proposed public charge rule could extend to the ties between immigrant-supporting organizations and the broader neighborhoods that they serve, causing additional ripples of harm.
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